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Xin Nian Kuai-le!

s we get ready to welcome the "Year of the Horse", I
hope you're all enjoying a wonderful holiday season.
The new year is always a good time for the beginning of new
projects and the cleaning-up of old business, tying up last year's
loose ends. So I'd like to ask those of you who've been putting
off writing that membership renewal check and sending it off to
do so now. That will help you start the new year off right with a
clean slate. Thanks!
The board also has its share of projects in the works, and
we're all doing our best to keep making progress on all these se
eral fronts. I want to mention just a few of them here. The work
of the Board Nominating Committee is well under way. It loo
like we're on track to be able to include the materials for our
board election in the next issue of the newsletter. The sear
an east coast site for the 2003 conference is under way, and work
is beginning on the programming and schedule for 2002.
we've implemented some new features on our website. You can
now order the 2001, 2002 conference CD's and/or videotapes
AND join or renew your membership on line using your credit
card! Check it out. Thank you, Dominick.
At this time of year I often get a bit more reflective, as I'm
certain so do many of us, and thisyear I've been thinking a good
deal about the new year as a time of beginning. I'd like to su
gest that as this year kicks off we might all benefit from spending
some of our practice time cultivating the "beginner's mind."
term connotes many things, and has a specific meaning in some
contexts. But what I'm referring to is the sense of freshn
openness to a new experience, and an awareness of the unlimited
possibilities that exist in each new beginning. It is
for the performance of the taiji set and the routine of our daily
practice to become a bit rote. Our minds may bec
present and engaged. Perhaps a bit of conscious effort in deve
oping and maintaining this "state of newness" will be helpful. So
let's all try to become "beginners" again, shall we? I believe
will enrich our practice with freshness and new possibilities each
time we perform the set.
Gong Xi Fa Cai!
Yours in peace and practice

P

eople born in the Year of the Horse are popular.
They are cheerful, skillful with money, and pe
ceptive, although they sometimes talk too much. They are
wise, talented, good with their hands, and sometimes have
a weakness for members of the opposite sex. They are i
patient and hot-blooded about everything except their daily
work. They like entertainment and large crowds. They are
very independent and rarely listen to advice. They are most
compatible with Tigers, Dogs, and Sheep.

Chinese Lunar Calendar
Background and Concept
The Chinese animal signs are a 12 year cycle used for
dating the years. They represent a cyclical concept of time,
rather than the Western linear concept of time. The Chinese
Lunar Calendar is based on the cycles of the moon, and is
constructed in a different fashion than the Western solar
calendar. In the Chinese calendar, the beginnin
falls somewhere between late January and early February.
(Continued on page 6)
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THE LIVING LEGEND OF SAN FRANCISCO CHINATOWN
LIEN YING KUO
FROM
Inside Kung Fu December 1976
Article by Rick Shively

L

ien Ying Kuo's name has been bandied about the
international Chinese martial arts community for
so long it's become legendary. And, happily enough, the
high-spirited, fun-loving octogenarian is still around
gleefully adding to the plethora of fact and fantasy that has
surrounded his incredible career ever since he came to this
country more than 11 years ago.
An undisputed master of Tai Chi Chuan, Hsing I and Pa
Kua, the 84-year-old Sifu holds court in a small, practical
little studio perched directly across the street from
Portsmouth Square in San Francisco. A one
park tucked incongruously between the aged, some what
dilapidated yet still quaint buildings of Chinatown and the
imposing sterility of the TransAmerican Pyramid
guards the boundaries of the Golden Gate City's financial
district, Portsmouth Square is also euphemistically referred
to by many natives as "Tai Chi Park."
The name is a fitting one, as any early morning visitor
would surely agree. As early as five a.m., anywhere from 20
to 40 people can be seen performing a ghostly ballet in the
cold, damp fog. Usually at the head of this group, a spry,
smiling old man runs through a set of exercises to loosen
up. After completing a number of forms on his own, h
begins to wander amongst the group, correcting a posture
here, flashing an encouraging smile there or directing a mild
look of reprimand every now and then.
It's Lien Ying Kuo and he's in his element
Even though he can speak only the barest amo
English, the aged instructor seems to have little difficulty
imparting even the most complicated of moves to an eager
class of students.
The early morning group in the park are representative of the people who straggle in at other odd times of t
And, even though the master and his family retire to their apartment behind the studio at an early hour, the
students who want to use it.
"We want people to be happy here," Ein Gru, Master Kuo's pleasant
we're open alla time. Otherwise, what good?"

old wife says with a grin. "That's why

Kuo's Tai Chi Chuan Academy is a family operation. Aside from acting as interpreter, wife and mother to Kuo's 9
son Chung Mei, and official greeter to the seemingly hundreds of people who wander in and out of the school all day, Ein is also
an instructor and mother-confessor to many of the students who attend the academy.
"We like to help all over," she says with a modest smile. "Tai chi can help many things, make a person feel very good in all
ways, not just physical. And sometimes, just talk make people feel good. So, we do that too."
Understandably enough, most of the regulars at the early morning ritual are relatively longtime students of the Kuos but they
make up an interesting crosssection of people. Most are highly educated professional people and all with the exception of one
would be classed as nonviolent people who find hard style martial arts contrary to their nature.
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Kuo is one of the major theorists of the Chin school which supposedly offers the closest blend of the hard and soft styles, Chin
stylists claim there is a 50-50 blend of the two because while you are yielding, you are most conscious of the unyielding and t
only way YOU can take advantage of all things.
The one benefit virtually all of the students tout is the health aspects of the art. To a man, they all claim they've never felt better
since taking up the pre-dawn exercise class. All of Kuo's students are heavily encouraged to attend the sessions and according to the
veterans, new faces drift in and out of the class on a r
"I notice a difference doing it in the morning at this time," says one enthusiastic practitioner. "For some reason
good at nine or ten. Plus, when I first started coming, it was a lot later than this and the Sifu would say
the morning,' and I'd say, 'This is the morning it'd be ten o'clock. Then he'd say, 'This is n
"So, I started coming about eight, but I was told that still wasn't morning. Finally, I got it down to about si
better. Now," the student adds with a laugh, "I get here at five and I never felt better."
According to Kuo's wife, people don't start the early classes until they've taken tai chi for at least six months. The Kuos are aware
the average American finds it difficult enough to master the intricate forms in the art and don't have the patience required to really
learn tai chi in the traditional manner. Consequently, they make an attempt to simplify the initial learning process as much as
"We only teach the beginning class the five basic exercises," Mrs. Kuo explains, rotating the waist, feet and knee, p
together and stretching. This is enough for beginning. Even the fourth and fifth exercises take a long time to lear
give them too much.
"In the old days back in China, they teach five basic exercises every day until you learn them all and then you had to put teeth to toe
before learning the rest of Tai Chi. But those are the old days. We don't do that anymore. It is more important now for people to think
for themselves. Too many people in hurry, then too many forms get mixed up. You can finish beginners' course here in six months but
to do it very well, it takes three years to get all 64 forms down
One of the things all the Students also seem to share is a sense of serenity rarely seen in the average dojo or kwoon
early hour, for instance, there doesn't seem to be any sign of
temperament or grumpiness and everyone is very much
awake. A first-time observer, in fact, would have to walk away
more convinced these people were involved in an exercise of
the senses rather than a physical one. Of course, in a sense, tai
chi is sensory exercise.
"It's so relaxing, says one student who is a sociologist and
a member of the faculty at a San Francisco school of
psychology." The thing about it is, ideally, you
be able to do the tai chi and have the thought inside of the
form, concentrating and sending it through the body.
ideas that usually run through your mind, you put at rest and
when you do tai chi, you can think about every individual
movement of your body. It is a very relaxing thing.
"You have to relax to do the forms and the single thought
is relaxing. After your body gets real strong and you have the
confidence that when you take one step the body will go right
there, then you are even more relaxed. That way, the older you
get, the stronger you get rather than weaker. Your body looks
different and you look different. People will comment on it."
The therapeutic effect certainly is one of the strongest
incentives to drive a student for the period of time it must take
him to really learn the art. And, at the same time, the soothing
aspects of the sport probably are a reason it attracts so many
people involved in high-pressure jobs. But there is also
another appeal that attracts many of San Francisco's young
Chinese-the Cultural aspect.
"At one time," says one young Chinese student, "I was
interested in a lot of things but I got away from Chinese
culture. But I guess I was ready to get back into it so I took a
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

course in Eastern philosophy and started looking
around. I just happened to stumble in here and
I've been doing it ever since."
Master Kuo, without a word to any of the
students, begins to gather up whatever he brought
outside with him and heads back acro
Informality is stressed and class doesn't ever
really start or end at any particular time. If a
student has a question they feel they must know
the answer to, they all know where to find the
Kuos.
"There's no problem here," Mrs, Kuo says
with still another smile. "Most people come here
and as soon as they do exercise and relax body,
they got no problem. Sometimes
problem -not very happy from face. Tai chi help
here too. If that can't, maybe we can. That what
we here for too."
Maybe that's why all those people get so early
in the morning. And they're smiling too.
[ [ [
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THE BEST KEPT SECRET BY MARILYN MATHEWS

O

nce upon a time there was a king who had no heirs. He was concerned that his kingdom would fall to conflict and ruin if
he did not provide for an orderly succession. He had read and loved many fairy tales as a child. He knew that the rulers
in those stories always set out an open challenge to find the best person for whatever situation was at hand. And so he decide
find his replacement by having everyone interested in being the next ruler go on a quest: A quest to discover the secret of how
overcome an opponent in any given situation.
There were many roads taken, many adventures had, but in the end only a very few returned on the appointed date. Each one
felt that they had found the secret the king sought. Each one dreamed of ruling the kingdom.
As their stories were told it became apparent that only a few “secrets” were found. Most of them focused on being smarter, or
faster, or stronger than an opponent. None of the secrets impressed the king and he grew weary and discouraged.
At last there was only one person left, a quiet lad, who waited patiently for his turn. The king looked at him, and sensing
something different about this young man, asked him to tell his tale.
“I am a poor man. I have no horse or cart to carry
me far away, so I walked out on my quest. I walked
until dark and rested for the night in a small hillside
cave. A storm came with daybreak and rather than
get wet, I sat in the shelter of the cave to wait out
the storm. I noticed how the stiffening breeze ru
fled the leaves of a great oak tree across the valley.
And as I watched, the storm intensified with thunder
rolling and lightning flashing. The storm pelted the
tree with rain and hail but to no avail. The oak r
mained strong and solid. Then the wind increased
to gale force and I feared it would be the end of the
tree. Imagine my amazement when I saw this huge
tree begin to move with the wind. It’s thick trunk
swaying, it’s branches yielding to every gust and
eddy of wind. It was a massive contest between the
wind and the oak. In the end, the wind tired and
went on its way. The oak tree remained as it had
been with only a few leaves lost.”
“What has this story got to do with my quest?”
Asked the king.
“Well,” said the young man, “like the oak tree we
must be deeply rooted to withstand the winds of
destiny. But being rooted is not enough. We must
know our center and how it connects us to our root.
Then when an opponent attacks us we simply settle
into the root and yield to his force, flow with his
energy. Just as the storm could not overcome the
oak, destiny will not overcome me.”
The king stood and named the young man his su
cessor.
[ [ [
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The Chinese have adopted the Western ca
endar since 1911, but the lunar calendar is
still used for festive occasions such as the
Chinese New Year. Many Chinese cale
will print both the solar dates and

The Twelve Animal
Signs
Background Information
In the United States, the years are da
the birth of Jesus Christ, for example, 1977
means 1,977 years after the birth of Christ.
This represents a linear perception of time,
with time proceeding in a straight line from
the past to the present and the future. In traditional China, dating methods were cyclical,
cyclical meaning something that is repeated time after time a
cording to a pattern. A popular folk method which reflected
this cyclical method of recording years are the Twelve Animal
Signs. Every year is assigned an animal name or "sign" accor
ing to a repeating cycle: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake,
Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, and Boar. Therefore,
every twelve years the same animal name or "sign" would r
appear.
A cultural sidelight of the animal signs in Chinese folklore
is that horoscopes have developed around the animal signs,
much like monthly horoscopes in the West have been deve
oped for the different moon signs, Pisces, Aries, etc. For exa
ple, a Chinese horoscope may predict that a person born in the
Year of the Horse would be, "cheerful, popular, and loves to
compliment others". These horoscopes are amusing, but not
regarded seriously by the Chinese people.
The animal signs also serve a useful social function for
finding out people’s ages. Instead of asking directly how old a
person is, people often ask what is his or her animal sign. This
would place that person’s age within a cycle of 12 years, and
with a bit of common sense, we can deduce the exact age.
More often, though, people ask for animal signs not to compute
a person’s exact numerical age, but to simply know who is
older among friends and acquaintances.
Legend
According to Chinese legend, the twelve animals quarreled one
day as to who was to head the cycle of years. The gods were
asked to decide and they held a contest: whoever was to reach
the opposite bank of the river would be first, and the rest of the
animals would receive their years according to their finish.
All the twelve animals gathered at the riv
jumped in. Unknown to the ox, the rat had jumped upon his
back. As the ox was about to jump ashore, the rat jumped o
the ox's back, and won the race. The pig, who was very lazy,
ended up last. That is why the rat is the first year of the anim
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cycle, the ox second, and the pig last.
Zodiac Chart: The rotating cycle of twelve an
mal signs was a folk method for naming the
years in traditional China. The animal signs for
one another in an established order, and are r
peated every twelve years. 1976 was the Year of
the Dragon, and 1977 was the year of the
Snake.

Paying Respects
Children kneel and sometimes even kowtow
(bow their heads to show respect) to their pa
ents first thing in the new year. In more trad
tional families, children offer their parents an
early morning cup of tea. In modern families,
children offer a pair of Mandarin oranges and a
greeting, wishing their parents longevity, health
and good fortune.
The Animal Images used on this page is from the Sierra
Leone 1997 Chinese Lunar Calendar Stamp Collection

ANCIENT CHINESE PROVERB SAYS
“Like Ants Eating Bone”
The Meaning - A metaphor describing a situation where
people trying an overwhelmingly big task by doing bit by bit
with perseverance
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ANNUAL MEMORIAL FOR KUO LIEN YING!
Sunday, June 9, 2002
Portsmouth Square, San Francisco
7:30 am warmwarm-ups, 8:00 group sets.
Please join Donald & Cheryl Lynne Rubbo, other Kuo students from around the
country, their students, and friends and family for the annual memorial to Kuo Lien
Ying at Portsmouth Square. Celebrate the life and teachings of Sifu Kuo Lien Ying! We
will gather in the spirit of the Guang Ping Yang community to pay homage to our
teacher, practice T‘ai Chi together, watch demonstrations from different schools, and
enjoy dim sum afterward at a local restaurant.
Donald & Cheryl Lynne Rubbo are continuing the tradition started by Bing Gong
and taken over by Henry Look for several years. Gathering in the fog of t
Francisco morning, as we had for years during Kuo's life, we will practice the forms that we learned from Kuo,
reconnect as fellow students, and then share a meal together. These events are always a lot of fun, and som
times deeply moving. To be back at the park where Sifu Kuo taught for so many years is to feel his presence, and
helps deepen and strengthen one’s commitment to the study and preservation of this rare art form, the Guang
Ping Yang T’ai Chi Ch’uan.
We’d love to see you there!
For more information,
call
Donald and Cheryl Lynne Rubbo, (415) 456
Parking available in Portsmouth Square garage on Kearny Street.

June 2000 gathering of Kuo students and their students

[ [ [
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THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF GUANG PING YANG TAI CHI &
THE IMPORTANCE OF FOOTWORK

N

ot everyone knows that Tai Chi, specifically
Guang Ping Tai Chi, originated as a martial art.
Yang Lu Chan, influenced by the Chen Family Tai Chi,
clearly demonstrated and taught the same
postures to his son, Yang Pan Hou. Chen
Style, being the earliest, clearly demo
strates its influence from the external
style of Shao Lin, as well as many others.
These styles and forms were created hu
dreds and even thousands of years ago.
They were based on the imitation of an
mals and hold a variety of martial appl
cations and health benefits.
Understanding Footwork
The first method of understanding any
martial art is examining proper footwork,
especially when practicing Tai Chi. If you
do not understand why you should be
concerned about footwork, you are not
practicing to your full potential.

feet should form an "L" shape or L Stance. This practice will give
the practitioner a supreme awareness of his or her rooting.
Moving & Adjusting The Feet
Besides planting the feet in these specific d
rections, one must also know how to pivot on
their feet to arrive with the same degree of
power.
Looking from an aerial
view of each moving
direction, from the direction you start, you
will see an eight-point
star.
When in motion, practicing Tai Chi solo
form or two-person sets (push hands), you b
come much stronger with the weight on the
stationary leg while the other leg is passing
that ankle.

Not only will you be able to deliver a force
In Guang Ping Tai Chi, as for all kung
devastating to your opponent, but you will also
fu styles, both right and left foot are i
be able to maneuver and yield to any incoming
tentionally positioned in certain direcforce.
tions to align the knees, hips, shoulders,
Peter Kwok doing Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi
elbows, and hands, thereby creating a
When stepping in a direction within 90 d
Chuan in the early 1970’s
structure similar to a house built with a
grees, your back foot should pivot on the ball
strong foundation. These are the structures that enable one of the foot, positioning your feet in a 90-degree angle. When stepto move mountains.
ping in a direction beyond 90 degrees,
you should pivot on your back heel so
Stance Consistency
your feet end in a 90-degree angle, or "L"
stance.
The distance between the feet will
remain consistent throughout the
This is so you do not dissipate energy off
form. If you fail to pivot properly on
of the rear foot and so you allow correct
your feet, the distance between your
alignment from the foot to the knee, the
feet will be inconsistent, thereby disknee to the hip, from the hip up the back,
persing energy, like sliding on a
through your shoulders, shoulders to the
patch of ice, and losing ground. As
elbows, elbows to the wrist, and finally
Grandmaster Peter Kwok would say
out through the palms. This allows the
“If you did not move your foot pro
experience of correct movement and unerly you have to start again from the
derstanding of the articulation of the body
beginning until you have it correct!
Randy Elia of Peter Kwoks Kung Fu Academy instruc so the mind (yi) can create the intent.
Being only 1 inch off on each stance
ing Tai Chi class.
will bring you a mile off when you
are done.
Ba Gua & Hsing Yi Elements In Guang Ping
Feet Position
The arms are used from the top of the shoulder to the tips of the
In positioning your feet in Guang Ping, your stances do fingers; in fact, "Fairy Lady Working The Shuttle" resembles the
not exceed a 90-degree angle; this way, you can efficiently Single Change Palm from Ba Gua Chuan, and "Shoot The Canon
transfer energy and power such as executing a push. Your In The Sky" resembles the element of Water from Hsing Yi Chuan.
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Self Defense & Health Benefits
The choreographed postures of Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi
are designed to develop coordination, balance, strength, and
self-defense, as well as efficient motion, all of which give us a
sense of control over our center. When moving with an opp
nent, this will position you in certain 45 degree angles when
attacking, thereby throwing your opponent off balance.
It is only after we achieve this control we will have the
ability to control someone else's center.

[ [ [

Peter Kwoks Kung Fu Academy is pleased to announce it
has promoted Marilyn Mathews to a First Degree Black Sash
in Tai Chi Chuan.
Marilyn started her Tai Chi study at Peter Kwoks Kung Fu
Academy in Emerson, NJ over 5 years ago. She has gone on
to learn not only Guang Ping Tai Chi but Yang Style 24
Movement Short Form, Broadsword and Application, Double
Edge Sword, Two Man Application Form, Push Hands, and
more. In addition, she is an assistant instructor at the Aca
emy and has competed in Tournaments, the most recent in O
tober 2000, receiving a first place in Tai Chi Sword.
Marilyn, congratulations, and good luck to you in your
continued studies.
[ [ [

Randy Elia of Peter Kwoks Kung Fu Academy instructing Tai
Chi class.

Peter Kwok doing Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Chuan
in the early 1970’s

The book contains such ancient secrets as:
[ Yi Gun Gin - The Classic of Muscle Exchange
[ Bar Duan Gin - 8 Section Brocade
[ Meditation
[ Macrobiotics: The Secret Healing Diet
[ Much, much, more
Members of the
now purchase this book for only $12.95 from Peter Kwoks
Kung Fu Academy plus shipping, handling, sales tax if it a
plies. Also, for every copy pu
chased, $2.00 will be donated back
to the organization. This book is
normally priced at $15.00.
So don’t miss this opportunit
purchase your copy
must for all martial arts enthusiasts
Call (201) 967-0790
Email: peterkwok@aol.com
or purchase from the Guang Ping
Website.
[ [ [
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Executive Committee,
Board Members & National
Advisors
Committee Members
Honorary Chairman: Y. C. Chiang
914 Seaview Dr., El Cerrito, CA 94530
(510) 524-1057
Honorary Chairman: Henry Look
P.O. Box 2378, Shingle Springs, CA 95682
9998
(916) 638-3100
Honorary Chairman: Donald Pickens
Rubbo
60 Ridge Ave, San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 456-9095
President: Nina Hopkins Sugawara
28580 Mountain Meadow Rd., Escondido,
CA 92026
(760) 529-9345
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ONE OF GUANG PINGS’S VERY OWN RECOGNIZED
Do you recognize this face? We know it is not the standard Kung Fu or Tai Chi
Uniform. But that seems to look like Dominick Ruggieri of China Hand Kung Fu
Academy in Brick, New Jersey. On January 18 & 19, 2002, Action Martial Arts mag
zine held its Second Annual International Martial Arts Hall Of Fame Banquet and trade
expo in Atlantic City, New Jersey at the beautiful Tropicana Hotel and Casino.
At this ceremony, which had 31 Hall Of Fame and Spirit Award categories, martial
arts instructors from around the world were recognized for their contribution and ded
cation to the martial arts. Such top name celebrities present were: Joe Piscapo, Cy
thia Rothrock, Don “The Dragon” Wilson, “Iron Fist” Pan Qin Fu and many more.
Dominick was inducted into The Martial Arts Hall Of Fame receiving a Spirit Award
for Excellence In Martial Arts Instruction.
Congratulations and keep up the good work!
[ [ [

Executive Vice-President: Nick D’Antoni
962 Hobson Street, Walla Walla,
99363-2479
(509) 5297501
Treasurer: Allen Trigueiro
645 Richmond , El Cerrito, CA 94530
Fu-Tung Cheng
1190 Neilson Street, El Cerrito, CA 94530
Randy Elia
207 Kinderkamack Road, Emerson, NJ
07630
(201) 967-0790
Dominick Ruggieri
1015 Cedar Bridge Avenue, Brick, NJ 08723
(732) 920-0605

National Advisors
David Chin*, Fayetteville, NC
Bing Gong*, San Francisco, CA
Jonathan Shear*, Richmond, VA
Valerie Prince, Newport Beach, CA
Diane Hoxmeier, Cape Cod, MA
Joanna Schoon, Newport Beach, CA
Heng Sure, Berkeley, CA
Randy Elia, Emerson, NJ
George Lakoff, Berkeley, CA
Fritjof Capra, Berkeley, CA
William Wong Chin, New York, NY
Carlan Steward, Sacramento, CA
Daniel Lee, Duarte, CA
Richard Peck, Plano, TX
Timothy Smith, Fayetteville, NC
Cheryl-Lynne Rubbo*, CA
*Kuo Lien Ying Direct Students

Membership Coordinator
Valarie Prince
P.O. Box 1528, Laguna Beach, CA 92652

Webmaster
Dominick Ruggieri
webmaster@guangpingyang.org

Mission Statement
Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association
To promote, perpetuate, develop interest in, and preserve the
quality of Guang Ping
Yang style T’ai Chi Chuan
throughout the world,
and to provide support for
research and education
in Guang Ping Yang T’ai
Chi in honor of the
memory of Sifu Kuo Lien
Ying, who brought
Guang Ping to the United
States,
and
in
commemoration of his
unselfish sharing of his many skills.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
This year brings some exciting new changes regarding your membership in the association. Now you can complete your membe
ship application directly from our website. All of the information on the paper form is now collected through the website and
mailed directly to our membership coordinator, Valarie Prince. In addition, you can pay for your membership online. That’s ri
no waiting, after completing the membership application, just click on the online payment and we will take your credit card info
mation in a secured and decrypted manner and process your payment. It doesn't get easier than this.
So, how do you know everything went through? Upon completing all of the online membership application just hit
get a confirmation page, it went through. How about my payment? Once you complete the transaction and enter your credit card
information click Checkout and a receipt page will display, just print that page for your records. Then an email receipt will follow
to confirm your order, what you purchased, the amount of the purchase, and no confidential information will be contained in the
email.
Besides your membership, other products are available from the website. Just add them to your shopping cart and when you are
ready to check out look for the Checkout button or the shopping cart button; both will bring you to the final check out process.

T'AI CHI AROUND THE WWWORLD by Nick D'Antoni
Gong Xi Fa Cai!
Don’t forget it is time to renew your membership with
the Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association. Last year
we prorated all memberships so that everyone came due on
January 1st of the following year. So don’t miss out and e
roll now. Enrolling is as easy as visiting
guangpingyang.com and enrolling online or completing the
membership form and mailing it to:
Membership Coordinator
Valarie Prince
P.O. Box 1528, Laguna Beach, CA 92652

Guang Ping Membership Card
2002 Membership Renewal

I thought I'd take a bit of a different tact with this month's
TCAWWW. So, I logged onto the "www.Google.com" search
engine, typed "Chinese New Year" in the search box, and hit the
"google search" button. WOW! I was greeted with the message
that Google found more than 131,000 pages for me. Here are a
few sites from among just the first 60 in my results. But don't be
limited by my taste. Why not hop on over to Google, or your f
vorite search engine, and give it a try for yourself? Have fun...
Chinese New Year, 2002 is the Year of the Horse
www.chinapage.com/newyear.html
This is a cool site with lots of information about both our current
Chinese Leap Year (2001) and the new year that begins on Febr
ary 12th. If you're curious, and I was, it even includes details
about just exactly how and when the extra month fits into the
year. There are links to an actual monthly calendar in Chinese
and English. You can also get to the main "ChinaPage.com"
from this page. Check it out!
Taboos and Superstitions of the Chinese New Year
www.educ.uvic.ca/faculty/mroth/438/CHINA/ta
This site, true to its name, is devoted entirely to information on
taboos, traditions, and customs surrounding the Chi
Year. Great Fun!
Chinese New Year
www.new-year.co.uk/chinese/
This site claims to be "... the complete guide to the Ch
Year. Fortune cookies. Chinese Calendar. New Year greetings.
Electronic Chinese New Year cards and more..."
And in spite of its being a couple of years out of date (it was ev

Don't forget to visit GPYTCA's own web site where you can
check out the latest and the greatest that we've got to offer
and order your 2001 conference videotapes too!

dently put together for the Year of the Dragon, 2000) it's
well worth exploring for the section on the history of the
Chinese calendar, for its fun Virtual Fortune Cookies ele
tronic, and for the electronic New Year greeting cards. If
you've forgotten, or never bothered to figure it out before,
you can also learn which animal governs the year of your
birth.

www.guangpingyang.org
Remember, if you who have website and want to be sure that
it's listed on the "Guang Ping Links" page of the association
website, please send me your URLs. I can use all the help I
can get finding y'all! And as always you can send me your
comments and suggestions via e

Chinese New Year, by: Haiwang Yuan
www.chinascape.org/china/culture/h
newyear.html

Email: dantonin@bmi.net
Regular mail: Nick D'Antoni, 962 Hobson St.
Walla Walla, WA
99362-2479.

All right, then, here's the one we've ALL been looking for.
What this site lacks in the spirit of fun and celebration some
of the others have, it makes up for in hard information.
And although the creator of this page is obviously not a n
tive English speaker, the points still come across clearly.
Sections include: "When is the Chinese New Year"
Twenty-four Terms" - "The Origin of Chinese New Year"
"Traditions of Chinese New Year." There's also a "Chinese
Calendar Converter" link which takes you to,

See you next time! Yours in peace and practice

Editors Corner

www.cnd.org/Other/calendar.html, Chinese Calendar Home
Page. Here you can convert Gregorian (our familiar
calendar) dates to Chinese Lunar calendar dates and get ou
put in several forms and also convert Lunar calendar dates to
Solar dates. Try it. It's fun! Okay, so I'm a geek.
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When adjusting the feet, pivot on the part of the foot closest to your spine or center
Peter Kwok

